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Family Marchlewski

Submission DR289 DDA Inquiry

RE the letter 3/2/2004 and the public hearings

I have ask E.U. legal dep. For legal assist. 

The report is only the to keep appearances for the Government and not have the poglad of the public or truth abuse from Government corruption.  We believe that the inquiry deprive the low and ours truth and rights. And should stop or change, as inquiry for the Government not for citizens. 
And we don’t understand for what the individual submission that is all against the public interest and against U.N. or international low and rights of individuals. And the Commission is entirely discriminate persons with disability. 
And the Commission only support wish the Government to have pay for the report what never nothing help end never help for as Australian Government dot represent the citizens don’t respect international or Australia Low U. N. only prayer to US and Bush war crime prayer to devils.


ROMAN MARCHLEWSKI AND FAMILY
8 February 2004
	Australian government Productivity commission
Dear Commission, Deputy Commission Mr Paul Belin

And your last talk and explain responsibility and benefit for Australian citizens with disability in relation to inquiry on disability discrimination act and my submission DR289 plus very necessary copy of documents letters sent to you through this weekend in relation to evidence eleven years crime against my family against our freedom human rights and any passivity to have justice from the system we ask the commission to look everything what is possible to change the rogue system, system what not exist anywhere on earth.

In relation to that our family, Lamphud, Roman, Dolores , Dominick, we ask you for protection as a family of witness in relation to whole threat and discrimination by people from your system and people what doing that in 210 years and continue against us in more like 11 years.

As we mention before the whole evidence to be used by United Nation Human Rights Commission with support human rights commission in Democratic Europe Amnesty International On the European Parliament European expert of international law recommended by Brussels and all have to be present by member International Commission Of Jurists and we be inform with copy the rogue element of the arrogant intolerance dirty members Australian political system.

The whole important information we discuss with many legal representatives but is not many of them which have enough legal experience or chance to bring the claim against the criminals what creating the system but the whole problem is creating eleven years depression stress worry about safety our family lack of rest and after all with the systematic abuse by the System of public servants the most unhuman and rogue politician legal representative in this moment we have to stop for few days to have some break.


We done what we can in the at least 11 years to showing that the brutal system have no respect for citizens and inquiry like You that's Only very costly and plenty money is payed for you department which 1 know from recent news paper advertising money what is taken away from Australian citizens and myself and Mi relation to many inquiry is absolutely nothing change the system is more corrupt more lie and is more unhuman.

In relation to your inquiry which is serious problem and connection with international law you should be hold in full responsibility for any abuse individual included our family members as we see now from some reports that's was beginning 1992. And the all evidence and information from many organization that you absolute now change anything to be better you simply is award but by huge income and what we understand that is only the reason what any commission in the brutal system is interesting but never ever as 1 know is defending interest of the public, public what pay for that.

The whole conclusion is that all of you creating puppet system which tile arrogant on any parliament can scrap throwing to dump throwing to dump all submission like what we sent in the same way like the unlawful settlers what brutally ruling the innocence what they stealing from the everything throwing to dump all the true history and crime what they commit on the name British imperialist whatever they put the fit.

We discuss with Mr Paul, and is very confusing between what he said and what should be done and what for is the whole circus with this inquiry as we see in my 23 years here the system is far worse and corrupt as communist system before which 1 over through myself with my colleagues and make free and democratic Europe and is far more dangerous like any fascist system because killing people through man overing the private life molesting and creating political psychologist terrorism through mouth corruptly trained Anglo‑ Saxon what occupied the top public officers.

that's is relative many places where in past the imperialist system destroying human civilisation human rights culture and rob everything what is only possible to fit up the imperialist kings of England. This whole element what commit crime in last three centaury is concentrated in Australia system because the law still recognise genocide. And is very well protected by the federal attorney general department because he sis commit crime against


refugee and the prime minister thought all the political record. The most rude and arrogant people which most of them change name on English is the criminals what occupied Indonesia they was suck very easily by the Anglo Saxon regime what need support and today hiding the faces behind immigration programs behind immigrants to creating safety net for cover up the own crime 'm past and abusing innocent immigrants what suffering before and stabbing them with the saw of the corrupt system in the backs.

Our family tried everything what is possible to contact and complain but when we more ask we is more discriminated as with people with disability included supreme court protective commission.

We discuss together and have a plan to approach the Australian queen head of state because everything is on her back yard which is not belong to her but my family don't recognise the queen we is from central Europe 1 would say democratic Europe and 1 would say extra like the British imperialist record from 500 years is absolutely fraud and she for me is only citizen of Europe and we don't approach her directly only though Human rights Commission Democratic Europe human rights lawyers with many human rights organizations which I have a contact 1 strongly believe in many meetings in Newcastle Immigrant Resource centre with immigration officials and previous immigration minister Philip Ruddock today federal attorney general which 1 have no choice and I was force by the system to contact the person what commit so much crime against refugee war victim in Iraqi and Afghanistan what was created by his own liberal party 1 tried to find the fraud and dirty liar about right to justice as 1 was refugee about my citizen ship here.

This arrogant not reply on my question since today but 1 believe that is all fraud and against my wish to be Australian citizen this important for me document is in regonisation the queen of England 1 think 1 and many others was abuse through this fraud because 1 never thinking taken citizenship in this country what 1 accept is supposed to be democratic country my citizen to be related to crime record of the British imperialist and international blood sucking.


That’s no way to contact anything here we cannot Make a complain to the federal government general he is previous SAS Officer if 1 not wrong early as in korea Vietnam together with the defence chief they should be prosecuted buy international law for war crime were they ran away from the crime like rats after killing millions innocent citizens and they not pay one cents for compensation and the same crime is repeat in Afghanistan and Iraq but 1 strongly believe like myself previously officer polish army like the European law one day bring all of the before the international court .

They hiding behind the system with the hands full of human blood that is not related to any human civilisation but that is related to your system and your own history and plenty of them is work in the legal system that's why my family is discriminated and many other people after all what we discuss with you 1 think after many years suffering and abuse we have to have the right not only 30 minutes to explain 1 believe 1 work myself and many others what suffering from the brutal regime and pay enough tax and you high income and we have a right to ask that the job should be done properly and the mafia of criminals 'm the whole dirty politics should be bring before the clean law and pay the compensation what is belong to victim and respect justice what should be done long time ago.

On this meeting 1 bring with me my Australian citizen and 1 given to you back m protest it doesn't matter how long it will take to give and return all my family right and right to justice and punish the criminals of your politics what commit crime against us and sent to us public apology and guarantee which they never ever be abuse anybody else and clean their own hands from the crime they commit all the time before.

As we mention to your deputy Mr Paul There is nothing confidential in the painful Story and abuse everything have to be in access to the public specially for immigrants and everything be in the future in access to European public United nation and European media. That is our guarantee crime like thus will never be tolerated by international law and civilisation.

Printed by Dolores Marchlewski.

Ps: that is only 50% what we have to say.

In regards your email frieday 13th january 2004 from the Mr Delwyn Rance Admin Coordinator we preparing ver long list of the all arrogants what discriminating included the act of disability discrimination we past everything soon since the inquiry be finish we be suing anyone on behalf the inquiry and the commission for the whole abuse and discrimination people with disabilty we not let them go easyly for the whole crime and rude arrogants behaviour of the government and the public servants.



